
DATCROFT GAMES 
presents



lucky wheel gameplay



more then 20 
islands to build; 

hundreds of items 
to improve 



become rich



collect souls of the 
dragons to grow the 
main Dragon of your 
army 



defeat the main 
enemy with your 
Dragon



pro active 
involvement of the 
friends to play 



What is done: 
Islands: 
 20 islands to build; 
 each island has 5 objects with 5 possible levels 

so all together it gives 5*5*20=500 stages of island building; 
 Island 21 becomes available after the ultimate goal 
completed: attacks of 50 different evil dragons stopped; 
 Island 21 also has 5 building of 5 levels each, so it's an 
additional 25 stages 

Dragons: 
 player has 10 dragons of different types; 
 every dragon can progress up to level 10 by absorbing 
other dragons of the same type; 
 every dragon has Attack and Defence parameters. These 
parameters can be improved in PvP battles against other 
players (on Arena); 
 every dragon has 3 to 10 possible abilities depending on 
dragon type; 
 10 types of abilities for dragons; 
 11th dragon - Red dragon - is received after the ultimate 
goal (collect 10 dragons of level 10) is complete 

Dragon eggs: 
 can be received from the Wheel, they immediately give a 
dragon; 
 You can send every 5th egg as a present to your friend



What is done: 
PvE attacks of Evil dragons: 
 50 different evil dragons that attack an island. There is a 
countdown from the moment the battle is initiated to the 
moment it begins, so you can prepare for it and call friends to 
help you 

Boss Evil Dragon: 
 on a regular basis steals player's shields, spins and 
destroys buildings when encountering the player in PvP 
battle; 
 You can defeat it after completing 2 ultimate goals in the 
game: building island 21 and obtaining the Red Dragon 

PvP battles: 
 players' dragons fight each other; 
 winning dragon gets +1 to attack or defence 

Protection shields: 
 3 types of protection: against gold stealing, spin stealing, 
attack 

Daily rewards: 
 three chests that can be open with 3 chests; 
 one key is for free, you can buy 2 more; 
 safe box can be open every 5 days to get a great reward



Future plans (future post-release development): 

Engagement: 
Getting additional gold from the islands protected by 
dragons 

Clans: 
 common island control; 
 clan battles for island control; 
 obtaining resources from the island that are under 
your clan's control; 
 protection of common islands 

New ultimate goals: 
 get a unique island guarded by the Black Death 
Dragons; 
 you need to build 10 more islands, etc 
 on islands 5 and 10 player gets new unique dragons; 
 only clans that have unique dragons can defeat 
Black Death Dragons



Soft launch KPI (Retention on Android)

with every update we 
improve retention 

more and more 

incentivised traffic
incentivised traffic

incentivised traffic



Soft launch KPI (Ratings on Android)

it is obvious that 
players like and 
value the game

incentivised traffic
incentivised traffic

incentivised traffic



Soft launch KPI (Sales on iOS)

Installs (in RU with >50% incentivised traffic)

Sales (in RU with >50% incentivised traffic)

it gives us now on 
Soft launch stage: 

 in Russia* 
LTV = 926 / 1415 = 

0.65$  

* in Russia in general LTV is 
several times less then in USA 



mobile iOS, Android, Amazon 
versions 

planned release Q3 2016 



web version 

planned release Q3 2016 



we are looking forward to a fruitful business 
between our companies about this and other 
our games.



Thank you!

                   Sergey Sholom 
            Co-Founder and CEO 

Mobile:             +7 925 7715826 

Email:     sergey.sholom@datcroft.com 

    

any business inquiries please contact:

mailto:sergey@fragoria.com

